Introduction
IRAS discovered thousands of luminous infrared-bright galaxies (LIGs) which emit most (over 90% in some cases) of their luminosity in the far infrared. These infrared-luminous galaxies dominate the space density of objects with L > 10*1 L~ (Soifer et al. 1987) . Most of these objects are probably primarily powered by starbursts, but there is also evidence of AGN activity, especially at the higher luminosities (Sanders & Mirabel 1996) . 'There has been speculation that protogalaxies may appear as high-redshift LIGs, but the two very high redshift systems, F10214+4724 and "the cloverleaf" both appear to be lensed AGN systems (Eisenhardt et al, 1996 (Eisenhardt et al, , 13arvainis et al. 1995 .
The IRAS Bright Galaxy Sample (BGS) (Soifer et al. 1987) , complete to 5.24 Jy at 60pm, provides an excellent sample of local infrared-luminous galaxies for studying the detailed emission mechanisms and starburst-AGN connections, but a determination of how these properties evolve with time, as well as searching for protogalaxy candidates requires a large sample well distributed in redshift. The IRAS Faint Source Survey (FSS) (Moshir et al. 1995) contains over 750,000 sources to a 60pm flux density limit as faint as 100 mJy in some regions of sky, which is over 50 times fainter than the limit of the }3GS. The vast majority of these faint sources have not been followed up in any way. The 1S0 mission presents an ideal opportunity to obtain infrared spectral information for a subset of these objects, as well as much better positional information from ISOCAM than available from the large IRAS 60jJm detectors.
The ISO-IRAS Faint Galaxy Survey (IIFGS) consists of 3776 of sources from the FSS 9 , selected to be fainter than 300 mJy at 60pm with galaxy-like infrared colors, to have galactic latitude >30°( to avoid contamination by Galactic sources), and to have a high value of the SGOM,,,/SN.e flux density ratio. The combination of faintness at 60pnl and high value of .$GOpm/.$61U. leads to a selection in favor of the most luminous and highest redshift candidates since there is a strong 'Sources were selected from the entire FSS, not just the Faint Source Catalog (FSC) to reach the faintest possible lRAS limits. Source reliability was assured by insisting on a good optical match to each source and a robust 60pm detection on coadded scan tracks using [PAC'S Scanpi processor.
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correlation between L F[ R and LGOP~, /l.~lU. for infrared-bright galaxies (Soifer et al. magnitudes for each candidate source were obtained from the IPAC'S OPTID service 1987). Blue (Lonsdale et al. 1997 ); 60pm sources were selected if they have a b]ue counterpart fainter than about 17.5 msg.
in the northern sky and 19 msg. in the southern sky (a lower magnitude limit was required in the northern sky to obtain a balance in the total number of sources available in each hemisphere).
Great care was taken to eliminate contamination by cirrus sources from the sample. The details of the source selection for the IIFGS are given elsewhere (Lonsdale et al. 1998a) . OPTID finding charts for 9 sources reported here are shown in Figure 1 .
The IIFGS sample galaxies are scheduled for observation by 1S0 on a "Filler" basis; IIFGS sources are selected to fill gaps in the 1S0 observing schedule once higher priority targets have been scheduled. Thus the IIFGS serves to enhance the total observing eficiency of the mission. Of the 3776 candidate IIFGS sources in the 1S0 observation database, over 500 have been observed as of 1997 October and it is expected that over 600 will be observed before the end of the 1S0 mission, with a total solid angle coverage of nearly 1.5 square degrees on the sky.
The IIF'GS sample will represent one of the best and largest deep samples of infrared-luminous galaxies until the advent of WIRE (Wide Field Infrared Explorer; Hacking et al. 1996) and SIRTF, even though it is based on selection from the fourteen year old IRAS survey. 1S0 cannot easily probe significantly deeper in redshift than the IRAS Faint Source Survey because the excellent sensitivity of ISOCAM is offset by the declining infrared spectral energy distribution from 60pm (the most sensitive IRAS band for galaxies) to the shorter mid-infrared wavelengths of ISOCAM.
Observations
We present data for 9 of the IIFGS galaxies obtained with the Infrared Space Observatory (1S0) (Kessler et al. 1996) using the camera ISOCAM (Cesarsky et al. 1996) at 12pm and the photometer lSOPHO1 (Lemke et al. 1996) at 90pm. Optical spectra and G and I band images were obtained at Lick Observatory.
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ISOCAM Observations
The ISOCANf data presented in this paper consist of short "micro scan" maps that have been optimized for maximum sensitivity, using the LW array, which is a 32x32 pixel gallium doped silicon array. The LW1O ("lRAS 12j~m") filter, centered at a wavelength of 11.5 pm was employed because of its large bandwidth of 7 p7n, and the plate scale of 6"/pixe] maximizes the collecting area of each pixel. Each field was observed using a 2 x 2 microscan with 5 pixel (30") offsets in the satellite coordinate system, producing a fully sampled field of view of N2.7'x 2.7'. An integration time of 2.1 sec was used for each frame. Each observation consisted of *12 stabilization frames (allowing the detector to respond to the sky background), -6 frames at each raster position, and N2 frames between rasters during slews, for a total on-source integration time of about 90 sees. ,
The lSOCAM data were reduced using custom software in development at IPAC. The Standard Processed Data (SPD) product of the On-I,ine Processing (01.1') versions 4.1 to 5.3 were employed for the reduction process. While a more detailed discussion of this technique will be forthcoming (Hurt et al. 1998 ) the basic steps are outlined here. Cosmic ray hits are first identified and flagged using the multi-resolution median deglitcher (MR.l D-UEGLITCH, a component of the CAM , Interactive Analysis package) which looks for glitches on short temporal scales and works well with unstabilized data. The next critical step is to correct for the "transient" response of the ISOCAM detectors. The time required for the detectors to stabilize to the zodiacal backgrounds in these fields is comparable to the length of our observations. In order to construct appropriate flatfields and c~add the data, this nonlinear, background transient response must be removed from the data.
We found the most productive approach to be to treat the transient as a baseline to be subtracted from the data, A cubic curve is fitted to the time response for each pixel, allowing a floating window to mask out the step in flux attributable to a real source. Since each fully-sampled sky position was observed in four different pixels, we are able to iteratively adjust the floating window to encompass the correct time ranges for the pixels contributing to a source detection.
Standard image processing techniques are used to produce mosaic images. The library dark current is subtracted from the baseline background model and used to calculate a flat field response A sample CAM image of the source F14491+6040 is shown in Figure 2 (a). The obvious source is a 17 sigma detection, with 84% of the flux in the brightest pixel.
ISOP11OT Observations
The lSOPHOT observations consist of chopped measurements with the C1OO detector using the PHT22 Astronomical Observing Template (AOT), which provides 9 square pixels of size 43
arcseconds. The C90 filter with & = 95~~m and filter width .51.4 pm was used. For the initial measurements including the 9 sources we discuss here, a 32s on-source integration time was used.
This was later changed to 6ZIS for subsequent observations.
-7-197 observations have been reduced using the default processing settings in version 6.1 of the lSOPHOT Interactive Analysis system (PIA, Gabriel et al. 1997) In addition the 9 sources discussed here were reduced carefully by hand using the PIA; these hand-reduced data used the ramp-subdivision option (with 9 or 16 readouts per ramp) to enable better de-glitching since this observing mode produces relatively few ramps per chopper plateau. In a few cases, the deglitching parameters were made slightly more stringent and some particularly noisy data were flagged out by hand. In all cases, the responsivities obtained from reduction of the F'ine Calibration Source (FCS1) measurement within the AOT were used. In order to account for the size of the PHOT point-spread-function, which is larger than a single pixel, the ISOPHT central pixel (pixel 5) fluxes were renormalized by dividing by the intensity fraction of a centered point source falling on a single CIOO pixel (0.61 at 90 urn; ISOPIIOT Observers Manual p.14). The fields with ISOCAM detections were further renorrnalized to account for flux lost due to the observed offsets of the source away from the pixel center using a simple Gaussian beam model; these corrections range from a factor of 1.06 to 1.54.
The calibration uncertainty for chopped lSOPHOT measurements is not yet well understood, For example the ISOPHOT calibration is tied to staring measurements, whereas our chopped measurements are not fully stabilized and no transient response correction has been attempted.
It is therefore only the instantaneous response of the detector which is measured, and it is likely this leads to underestimation of the source flux. For our particular observing mode and conditions (relatively low source brightness relative to the background) we estimate that the uncertainty is approximately 3070 in most cases.
Using this default reduction, the mean 50 sensitivity, based on the ncjise in the signal from pixel 5, is 71 mJy but varies strongly due to many factors including how long after the last detector curing the data were taken, what the cosmic ray hit rate was and possibly the flux history of the detector. .AIso, C1OO occasionally enters a mode in which the response oscillates with a period comparable to the chopper plateau lengths obtained with the PHT22 .AOT. 'I'he range of sensitivity for the observations reduced systematically is 16 to 421 mJy, again based on the central pixel. If -8-all the pixels except the four corner ones are summed, without flat fielding or chopper vignetting correction, the mean sensitivity becomes 102 mJy, with the range from 40 to 361 mJy.
Source Identification Procedures
A three way positional identification procedure was undertaken between the IRAS 60pnz position, the ISOCAM 12prn position and candidate optical matches using IPAC'S OPTID service (Lonsdale et al. 1997) , taking into account the intrinsic positional uncertainties at each wavelength.
These were taken to be 15" at 12pnz and 1" for the optical data (la), which is derived, for the northern sky, from POSS I plates digitized by the Automatic Plate Measuring Engine in Cambridge (Irwin et al. 1994) . For IRAS, the major and minor la positional uncertainties listed in the Faint Source Survey Database for each source were used. Full details of these identification procedures will be given in future papers (Hurt et al. 1998 , Lonsdale et al. 1998 ; a brief description is given here.
The combined lRAS-ISOCAM positional uncertainties (typically 17 x 24 arcseconds, la) are large enough that the chance of false matches is significant. Therefore we first did a two-way IRAS-ISOCAM positional match, employing a careful analysis of the probability distribution of the matches, following the reliability techniques developed by Lonsdale et al. (1997) 10. We then performed a simple two-way ISOCAM-optical match procedure based on positional coincidence alone, since the optical positional uncertainties are only of order 1 arcsecond, to select the optical candidate match for observing at the telescope. The third leg of the three way match procedure was then completed by checking the probability that the selected optical object is the correct match to the IRAS source, using the OPTID service. In 6 of the 8 detected sources the optical match was indeed confirmed by OPTID as the best optical match to the lRAS source. The exceptions *OA complicating faqtor in this procedure is that the background galaxy number counts at 12pm must be known for this analysis, and these are as yet poorly defined, thus our identification procedures will refine with time as these counts become better measured.
are F1.5390+6038 and F16357+76.58, for which the best optical match to the CAM source was misclassified by the APM plate measuring engine (used by OPTID) as a star rather than a galaxy.
When optical source classifications are ignored for these two sources, the CAM-optical match for F15390+6038 is then found to indeed be the best optical match to the lRAS source. For F16357+76,58, however, the optical galaxy at 16h33rnt51.6s +76d.52m39s remains the best match to the IR.4S source while a fainter galaxy at 16h33m.51.8s +76d52n146s is the closest match to the ISOCAM detection. However, these two galaxies are an interacting pair, separated by 7". Since We searched the literature and on-line databases for positional matches of our sources with any other known source at any other wavelength. Only F15390+6038, the high-excitation Sy2 galaxy in our sample, has any match within an arcminute, in this case in the NVSS radio database (Condon et al. 1997) : NVSS J153956+602919, with 20CM flux density, S1.49G~Z = 3.6 + 0,4mJy, lies 6.7" from the ISOC.AM position (see Figure 1) . The implied radio-infrared parameter, q = 1.82,11 for F15390+6038 is within the observed range for LIGs but 0.5 dex below the mean value, < q >= 2.34 (Condon, Anderson & Helou 1991) , providing further evidence that this is a very active system.
Although the fields of the other IIFGS sources are covered by the available 1 *g is the dimensionless logarithmic far-infrared -60pnl plus 100pn~ -NVSS survey database, to 1.49GHz radio ratio (Condon, Anderson & Helou 1991 -1o- none of the other sources is detected; this result is not surprising since IIIWS sources with normal q values are at the limit of the NVSS.
Optical Imaging and Spectrophotometry
Ground based imaging and spectrophotometry are being obtained for IIFGS galaxies at Lick and Palomar Observatories in order to obtain redshifts, morphology, and optical/near-infrared photometry. The sources presented here were observed in 1996 June with the Lick Observatory 3-m Shane Telescope using the Kast Imaging Spectrograph under photometric conditions with fair (1.5") seeing. Spectra covering the wavelength region AA35OO-1OOOO at 5A resolution were obtained for redshift determination and imaging was obtained through "G" (A, z 4700~; AA z 1215A) and "I" (JC x 8275A; AA N 1175A) filters. The spectra were reduced with standard techniques using the IRAF reduction package. Virtually all of the galaxies showed strong emission lines characteristic of infrared galaxies. Redshifts are presented in (Smith, Lonsdale & Lonsdale 1998) . There is one clear Seyfert 2 galaxy, F15390+6038, which exhibits very high excitation and emission-line velocity widths, Av = 500krn s-l. The median }Zo equivalent width, lV,(e'~x 40}~ is comparable to that for nearby LIGs (Veilleux et al. 199.5 ) and significantly larger than typical equivalent widths of nearby (nonstarburst) field galaxies (Kennicutt 1992) .
Optical photometry was obtained from G(A4700) and I(A82'75) band images obtained simultaneously through the I{ast Spectrograph (0.78" pixels, approximately 2' FOV). Typically five 100s
images were obtained in each filter, dithering the telescope by 5" -10" between images. Flat fields were obtained from median sky frames. The photometry was calibrated from filter transmission -11-data kindly measured for us by Rem Stone at Lick Observatory, convolved with ourspectrophotometry of the standard stars BD+28 4211 and BD+33 2642. Photometry was done using the IRAF APPIIOT package with 7" apertures. Statistical error in the photometry is typically 1-5%, much smaller than our estimate of systematic error of approximately 10-30% (la). G and I flux densities are given in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 4 . As a sample of the data, the central section of our mosaic images of F14491+6040 is shown in IJigure 2 and the spectrum of this interacting pair is shown in Figure 3(a & b) . Also shown in Figure 3(c) is the spectrum of F15390+6038, the highest excitation Sy2 systern in this sample.
Results
The overall detection rates for the IIFGS sources are quite high: ~80% at 11.5pm for 418 fields processed as of 1997 October, and N5070 at 90pm for * 140 sources at the 5U confidence level. These are fairly conservative estimates which are expected to improve as knowledge of the 1S0 instruments and data processing techniques improve.
For the 9 sources presented here the PHOT detection rate of 100% is not representative because we selected sources to observe spectroscopically based on detection by PHOT. One source is not detected by CAM, and for this same source, F13279+7840, no redshift could be obtained from the spectrum, For one additional source, CAM data have been obtained by the satellite but have not yet been delivered. We observed this source at Lick on the basis of the PHOT detection, since it has a very unambiguous optical identification. The remaining seven sources are all identified with strong emission line galaxies. The fact that the emission lines are so strong is additional support for the validity of the optical identifications with the infrared sources, since the likelihood of false association of the infrared sources with such strong emission line galaxies is very small. .
The detailed optical to far-infrared photometric information for these 9 sources is given in 'l'able 3, along with derived colors and mid-to far-infrared luminosities (H O = 75krn S-l J\lpC-l, !2= 1), 60pm fluxes are given from the IR.AS Faint Source Survey; these sources represent some of -12--the strongest 60pm sources in our sample. Also presented are coadded R.AS scan data from lPAC'S SCANPI II) coadder at both 60 and 100pm. As described above the 1S0 photometric calibrations remain somewhat uncertain; with an estimated uncertainty of order 30CZ0 for the relative calibration and perhaps as high as a factor of two for absolute flux densities for lSOCAM, with comparable values for ISOPHOT. The spectral energy distributions for the 9 sources are plotted in Figure 4 . The spectra are shown with an arbitrary offset, and the mid-infrared SEDS generally grow flatter from bottom to top of the plot. In two cases, IPAC'S !RAS scan coaddition processor, SCANP1, has provided us with additional IRAS data: S 12 = 0.05~0.03 for F'15390+6038 and S 25 = 0.12+0.03 for F13511+8238, . where the uncertainties include systematic effects due to cirrus noise as well as the photometric uncertainties. These data points are included in Figure 4 . In each case we have overplotted the IIFGS galaxy SED with the best match or matches from visual inspection of several characteristic nearby LIGs from Sanders et al. 1988 . Three galaxies have SEDs which adequately fit most of the IIFGS data: Arp 220, an advanced merger and very dusty, compact nuclear starburst (eg. Smith et al. 1998 , Sturrn et al. 1996 , UGC 5101 a high excitation Seyfert galaxy with AGN radio core (Lonsdale et al. 1998c) , and Mrk 231, a warm source with a strong Seyfert 1 active nucleus and a QSO-class bolometric luminosity. An exception is F15390+6038 which is not well matched by any of the local LIGs; in this case we plot all three SEDS for comparison. Three galaxies are well matched by the SEE) of Arp 220. Four sources are reasonably well represented by the SED of UGC 5101, although two of these, F12513+7605 and F14403+6254 have a optical/mid-infrared flux-density ratio; in these cases the spectrum of Mrk 231 comparison. F1351 1+8238 is well matched by Mrk 231. F15390+6038 has an somewhat higher is also shown for unusual spectralenergy distribution showing an exceptionally large mid-to FIR flux-density ratio, but with a steep mid-IR to optical slope. one is tempted to use these SED relationships to draw inferences about the underlying energy sources for the IIFGS galaxies, but comparison of the energy distributions with luminosities or op"tical spectral excitation does not show any clear relationship between AGLN excitation or bolometric luminosity and IR-to-optical SED, similar to the case for the nearby LIG sample (Smith, Lonsdale & Lonsdale 1998 ).
-13-The observed reclshifts agree well with the crudely predicted redshifts derived from the L60 vs. L60Pm/Lblu. relation for three sources. For the rest of the sources the predicted redshifts are too high; this is due to the fact that the 11 band magnitudes measured from the archival Schmidt plate material by the APM measuring engine (as reported by OPTID) are systematically faint compared to the new G-band photometry by 0.2-1.5 rnag, with the discrepancy increasing at fainter magnitudes. When the new photometry is used, all the objects lie on the same LGO vs.
LtioP~/Lbl~, relation as the BGS sample (Figure 5a) .
Two of the sources are identified with a clearly interacting galaxy pair: F14491+6040 and FI'16357+7658, and a further three show weak signs of tidal distortion: F12513+7605, F14541+6435 and F15390+6038. We have not attemped any image profile fitting or morphological classification, however it is likely that two of the sample, F14541+6'135 and F14403+6254, are disk systems.
F14491+6040 is a particularly interesting source, showing a pair of galaxies that are clearly interacting, with a tidal tail (Figure 2(b) ). As shown in Figure 3 , one of the pair shows 1111 excitation, and the other displays AGN excitation.
In Figure 5 we show the infrared/optical photometric relationships compared to a local LIG sample, the BGS (Soifer et al. 1987) , and 24 infrared-selected QSOS (Cutri et al. 1998) . Figure 5(a) shows that our selection for high far-infrared luminosity was successful since the 9 IIFGS gaiaxies inhabit the upper end of the Lm vs. L60/Lb relation for LIGs. Indeed, two of our objects lie right at the tip of the distribution (although note that we have not included samples of "hyperluminous" infrared galaxies (Cutri et al. 1994 ) on this plot). The IR QSOS separate well from the LIGs in this diagram, and the IIFGS galaxies resemble the LIC;S more closely. However in Figure 5 (b) it is seen that two of the IIFGS galaxies are unusually high in LIZ compared to the BGS sample, and one falls close to the region occupied by the IR QSOS. This object, F15390+6038 has the }varmest mid-infrared SED of the sample, and also displays the strongest evidence for AGN excitation. It peaks strongly in the mid-infrared, falling steeply into the optical, showing an unusually large value of Llz/f.b. Thus it may be a new dust obscured QSO. F1351 1+823S also has a 12pm luminosity which is comparable to that of IR QSOS. It does nOt have a remarkably warm .$GO/.$Iz color, -14--but it is the only object in our sample detected by IRAS at 25pm ( 120A30 n]Jy), with a very warm S60/S'25 color. Thus it too may be a new dust obscured QSC), though our spectroscopy has not identified any clear evidence for an active nucleus. Deep near-infrared spectroscopy of strong hydrogen lines or spectroscopy in polarized light of these two objects might reveal evidence for a dust obscured or scattered broad line region.
Two of the other objects which exhibit some evidence for AGN excitation, F13279+7840 and F16357+7658, show remarkably cool SGO/Slz colors, apparently cooler than any of the BGS galaxies ( Figure 5 (c); F13279+78~0 does not appear in Figure 5 (b) as it has no measured redshift). We note, however, that the k-correction for F16357+7658 is substantial (see Figure 4 ) and that there are several possible biases that could cause a tendency toward large Sm/S12 ratios in this sample.
The first possible bias is due to the fact we can place a more sensitive limit on the S60/S12 color than possible for most IRAS samples, including the BGS, because the relative sensitivity of the IRAS 60pm band is so much higher than the IRAS 12pm band. Indeed, not all of the BGS sample were detected by IRAS, even when the data were coadded using the SCANPI processor, as shown by the upper limits in Figure 5 (c). Secondly, there may be a systematic tendency for the lRAS 60pm fluxes of our sources to be overestimated, because they are close to the 60pm sensitivity limit of the FSS: for sources just below the limit of a flux-limited sample, positive noise excursions bring a source into the sample while negative ones do not, so the average flux of sources near the threshold is boosted. Finally, we reiterate that the CAM photometry is still subject to some calibration uncertainty. We will address the influence of such biases in follow-up publications (Hurt et al. 1998 , Lonsdale et al. 1998b when the statistics of a large IIFGS sample are available and the calibration is more certain.
Figures 4 and 5(d) suggest that the longer wavelength photometry has a disappointingly high dispersion, but perhaps this was to be expected. The lSOPHOT 90pm and those IRAS 100pm fluxes which are available do not generally agree very welt with one another, and there is a systematic offset between them with the IRAS 100pm fluxes being higher than the ISOPIIO1 90pnl fluxes.
However, both the PHOT data and the lRAS 100pm data have relatively low signal-to-noise, -15-and the ever-present concern about galactic cirrus-contamination of the photometry lends further uncertainty to the point source fluxes. Moreover, systematic sensitivity and calibration effects are still being assessed for the PHOT C1OO AOT. Therefore we will leave a more detailed discussion of all our PHOT data to a later paper in this series; however we note that comparison to the BGS sample in Figure 5 (d) does tend to support the PIIOT fluxes ass more reliable than the Scanpi 100p7rz ones.
4.

Summary & Future Prospects
These first results from the ISO-IRAS Faint Galaxy Survey have shown that, if this small sample of 9 sources is representative of the whole, the IIFGS will be one of the largest and deepest samples of faint infrared-luminous galaxies available until the advent of WIRE (the Wide Field Infrared Explorer, Hacking et al. 1996) and SIRTF. The redshift range for this sample is 0.1 <z ~0.4; reasonably well predicted by use of the Lm vs. &op~/Lb~ue relation for those objects for which the APM-measured blue magnitudes turned out to be close to the new G band photometry. The ISOCAM detection rate is also impressively high -80% for the sample of 418 IIFGS objects already processed -demonstrating that the IRAS galaxy selection techniques are highly robust against artefacts and cirrus-related sources. We can therefore expect that by the end of the 1S0 mission we will have on the order of 600 IIFGS galaxies with 0.1 sz <1.0, and 1010"5 <Lm <1013; an excellent sample for study of the evolutionary history of infrared-luminous galaxies up to w 5 Gyr ago.
Our survey will also result in a serendipitous measurement of the 12prn galaxy number counts, since our field of view is quite large. We have already accumulated over 1.25 square degree of deep CAM imaging to an 11.5pm point source completeness limit of ~1.O mJy (corresponding to an N1OO detection sensitivity), comparable to other dedicated 1S0 deep cosmological surveys. Our first measurement of the number counts will be presented by Lonsdale et al. 1998b .
The characteristics of the 9 sources we discuss here are similar to those of the much more local [R~~S Bright Galaxy Sanlple. They span a similar range of 60pm to lzprrl infrared spectral slope .
-16-and infrared luminosity. There is also evidence that the flatter spectrum sources are more likely to house an active nucleus, and our highest redshift source, F15390+6038, has the flattest infrared spectral energy distribution and displays a Seyfert 2 type optical spectrum. It seems very similar to several of the luminous infrared-selected QSOS (Cutri et al. 1998 ).
We wish to thank the staff of Lick Observatory for supporting the optical observations reported here, especially Rem Stone for measuring the filter curves. The ISOCAM data presented in this paper were reduced using a deglitching component of "CIA, and (c) when they fall off the general BGS relationships, such as the IRQSO-like F15390+6038.
In panel (d) IIFGS galaxies are plotted twice if they have both an IRAS 100pm detection and a PHOT 90prn detection. Typical error bars for both ratios S60/Sw and S60/Slm are illustrated.
Note that both the BGS and the IRQSOS include objects with only upper limits to the 12pm IRAS flux density.
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